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The year is 2033. The world has been reduced to rubble. Humanity is nearly extinct and the half-
destroyed cities have become uninhabitable through radiation. Beyond their boundaries, they
say, lie endless burned-out deserts and the remains of splintered forests. Survivors still
remember the past greatness of humankind, but the last remains of civilisation have already
become a distant memory.Man has handed over stewardship of the Earth to new life-forms.
Mutated by radiation, they are better adapted to the new world. A few score thousand survivors
live on, not knowing whether they are the only ones left on Earth, living in the Moscow Metro -
the biggest air-raid shelter ever built. Stations have become mini-statelets, their people uniting
around ideas, religions, water-filters, or the need to repulse enemy incursion.VDNKh is the
northernmost inhabited station on its line, one of the Metro's best stations and secure. But a new
and terrible threat has appeared. Artyom, a young man living in VDNKh, is given the task of
penetrating to the heart of the Metro to alert everyone to the danger and to get help. He holds
the future of his station in his hands, the whole Metro - and maybe the whole of humanity.

Some may find it unbelievable that a 20-year-old Oregon woman could be enslaved by a sexual
sadist for seven years--that even after being able to move freely during the day, she would allow
him to lock her into a wooden box every night. Perhaps it's a minor failing of this book that the
authors do not elaborate on the psychology that made her such a "perfect victim." In other
respects, though, the story is well told, with an impressive accumulation of details: the woman's
capture, the tortures she endured, the brainwashing techniques, the fiendish contraptions her
captor constructed, the slave contract he made her sign, and the increasingly strained relations
within the peculiar family that included master, slave, wife, and child, all inside a single-wide
trailer. As well-known attorney and author Vincent Bugliosi writes, "A gripping and disturbing
story of the secret life of apparently normal people. At once, horrific and
engrossing."Review“True crime at its most shocking, most harrowing, and . . . most thought-
provoking.”—Booklist“Horrifying!”—The Cincinnati Post“Hard to put down!”—Chicago Tribune“A
gripping and disturbing story of the secret life of apparently normal people. At once, horrific and
engrossing.”—Vincent Bugliosi, author of Helter SkelterAbout the AuthorChristine McGuire is a
veteran prosecutor of murder cases in a California District Attorney's office. She has taught at
the academy of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Quantico, Virginia. Her first book, Perfect
Victim, a nonfiction account of a sexual enslavement case, was a #1 New York
Times bestseller.Carla Norton is a novelist and true crime writer. Her books include Perfect
Victim, Disturbed Ground, What Doesn’t Kill Her, and The Edge of Normal.Read more
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James C Girasa, “5 stars - Comparison Guide to Video Game in this Review. This review is for
the novel Metro 2033 written by Dmitry Glukhovsky.The video game based on this book is one of
my three favorite video games of all time... the other two being Half-Life 2 series and the Stalker
series. After many hours playing the video game I decided to read the novel. I was not sure what
to expect. I am giving my impressions below.I will also let you know how similar it is to the video
game in a section below (COMPARISON OF BOOK AND VIDEO GAME.)PLOT: The basic
premise is that there has been a nuclear war and what's left of mankind is living in subways
(probably throughout the world but nobody is quite sure.) Obviously it is the year 2033. This
story takes place in the subways below Moscow.Artyom, who was a young boy at the time of the
nuclear war, is the main star of the story. He is grown up now and early on he relays the story to
a mysterious stalker (stalker is a very loose translation, it real means more like guide/tracker/trail
blazer/etc.), named Hunter, about how he opened up a way into the Metro as a young boy for
whatever is out there. What's out there are mutants and/or animals that are mutated and maybe
something else. Hunter, just back from his latest excursion, is getting prepared to go back out
again when he gives Artyom a mission to complete. If he does not come back within a short
period of time, he is to go to the Metro city of 'Polis' and seek out another Stalker, named Melnik,
and give him a message. That's the basic premise but the story is much more involved than that.
The story is about a journey, much the same way that Lord of the Rings is about a journey. You
wouldn't summarize 'Lord of the Rings' by calling it a story about a group of halflings that take a
trip across the continent to get to Mount Doom.COMMENTS:-Not all of the sentences make
perfect sense. This novel is a translation from Russian and there are some inconsistencies.
Occasionally something is lost in the translation.-The book is fairly long, almost 500 pages in
novel form. At times it does slow down but the story is always interesting. The characters spend
a lot of time philosophizing about various aspects of life and life in the metro in general. While I
find some of the discussions drag on at times, ultimately these discussions add to the
story.*****IMPORTANT***** A WORD ABOUT THE MAP OF THE METRO:There are some good
maps of the underground on the internet. Just use google. Some of them will show you the path.
Others will give you the coordinates and alternate names of the stations. This is important
because the map in the book does not always follow the names in the story. The map provided in
the book is actually different than the current map of the Metro. In the story, Artyom carries with
him an incomplete or dated map and discovers that there are other stations he doesn't know
about. You will find yourself bewildered if you try to follow along with Artyom and the map
provided in the book. So do yourself a favor and have one ready when you are ready to read this
book!COMPARISON OF BOOK AND VIDEO GAME: The main story is roughly the same in the
book and game but in reality it is not the same at all. At it's very basic, it is the same story, but
how you get to the main locations is very different.Imagine... if you will... that two people were
given the same outline of a story. They are then given a map of the Metro with the path that



Artyom must take. They are also given the basic personalities of the characters in the story.
Then those two people each write a story on the information given to them. What you would get
would be two stories that would sound the same if you summarized them but the 'meat' of the
story would be quite different. That's kind of like how I would describe the difference in the story
between the book and video game.The Summary: You start out at the same location in both the
book and video game. The story starts the same and your mission is the same. Hunter arrives
early on and tells Artyom that he is going back out. If he does not come back within a short
period of time then Artyom is to leave his home and get to Polis, find Melnik and give him a
message. The story of the Dark Ones, the secret underground railroad and the ending is also
pretty close to the same (though not quite as adventurous as in the video game). But just about
everything else in between is at the same time similar and very different.The Metro
Underground: It is the same as in the video game. The big difference is that you will visit more
locations and spend more time at each of them. As I noted above, Artyom is carrying a map that
is not up to date. This is the map that you see in your book. You will find the true map online by
doing a simple search.The Locations: You will visit most or all of the locations you visited in the
video game and spend more time at each of them. In addition, you will visit more locations in the
book. Obviously these locations are described in more detail.The Characters: You will meet
most, if not all, of the characters that you meet in the video game.The characters personalities
that you meet in the video game will have the same personalities as in the book. You will meet
many more characters in the book. Some of the characters you meet will leave you wondering if
they are real or imaginary. It's possible that some of these characters are products of the
Underground's mysterious machinations.-Be prepared for some lengthy discussions. Some of
them are very philosophical.-The discussions and/or experiences that Artyom has with the
characters that he encounters will often be different than in the video game.The Factions: If you
have played the 'Metro 2033' video games, you will know that there are a bunch of different
factions in the underground. In fact, there are quite a few more that actually exist. You don't see
them all in the video games and some of the factions are only talked about in the books. Among
those you will encounter will be mostly the same that you meet in the video game. Hansa
(Leaders of the ring stations), the Fourth Reich and the Red Line are among those you will meet
(but not the only ones).The Dark Ones/The Creatures: The story of the Dark Ones is essentially
the same in the novel as in the video game. Most of the creatures that you encounter are very
similar to what is depicted in the video game. You may meet a few other unusual beings.HOW
ABOUT THE SEQUEL?:After reading this you will be ready for the next book, 'Metro 2034'.
Artyom is a very minor character in 'Metro 2034.' Instead, we have a new lead character, an old
man who was a train engineer before the war. Hunter, even though he drives the story, is in
reality, just a minor character in Metro '2033'. He is a major character in 'Metro 2034', however
he will seem quite different. You will be seeing a lot of him and that is a good thing. Hunter has
been badly disfigured but somehow seems almost superhuman in this novel. This story, as of
yet, has not had a game made based on it. Neither, 'Metro: Last Light' or 'Metro: Exodus' are



based on this novel.'Metro 2035' is the book that the second 'Metro 2033' video game, 'Metro
2033: Last Light' is based on.CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS: 5 stars. Definitely one of
the best post-apocalyptic stories written.I strongly recommend this book for fans of post-
apocalyptic fiction. It is one of the best. I rarely read a book twice. I did so with this one.If you are
reading this because you are a fan of the video games and you are thinking of reading the book,
I would strongly recommend you do so. I had the book on my shelf for quite some time before I
finally read it. The dark, oppressive tone of the game is the same in the novel. It will draw you in
the same way the game does.Highly recommended for fans of the video game.Highly
recommended for fans of science fiction in general.Aside from the two sequels as of the time of
this review (Metro 2034 and Metro 2035), there are also numerous other novels by other authors
that have been written that take place in different parts of the world based in the same universe.
Also as of the time of this review, unfortunately, none of these have been released in
English.There has been one graphic novel that I know of based on the Metro Universe called
'The Outpost' and it takes place in the United States.”

Rebbie Reviews, “Awesome. My other half recommended that I read Metro 2033 by Dmitry
Glukhovsky so I figured I'd give it a go. He had really enjoyed it and I'd enjoyed watching him
play the game so I grabbed the book.This book is amazing, it's so well written that you can
totally imagine being there and it's really made me want to go to Russia to have a look around!
The book is set in the Metro after the surface becomes uninhabitable due to war. The basic idea
is similar to Fallout if you've ever played that. Human civilisation has persevered and adapted to
living under ground, each station is like it's own town with it's own beliefs and ideas and you can
see where all of the ideas have come from as you read through the book.I would say that this
book is not for the easily distracted. Unfortunately my attention span has been terrible this year
because my personal life has just been so busy, this meant I was reading until I fell asleep with
the book, or getting to the point where I was too tired to concentrate. As a result it took me
months to read it. Due to the author being Russian and this book having been translated to
English the names are all Russian. This means that unless you already know the names it might
be a little bit difficult to get used to. Luckily for me, my Auntie is Russian so she has explained
what things are and even a bit about where some of the places are.Glukhovsky has even gone
as far as to set up religions and backgrounds for these beliefs and in doing so has made the
book even more realistic. Without wanting to spoil the story I can't go into this too much and I
loved when some of the things came up because I wasn't expecting it. This means that although
I desperately want to tell you about every little thing in this book, I can't because I really do want
you to read it yourself.It's difficult to give a basic outline of the plot because of how intricately it's
been put together so that the main character, Artyom, meets the other characters along the way.
Artyom is on a journey through the Metro to try to save his home station, VDNKh. He meets
people who are nice and want to help and some people who just want to cause problems.
Artyom's quest is tested at every station and the adventures he has are fantastically written.



Another thing which interested me in this book is how in the underground the people live on the
only things they can really rely on keeping underground. Mushrooms, pork, and in some cases,
Rats. They even make tea out of the mushrooms!I would definitely recommend these books to
anyone and I will be reading more of Glukhovsky's work.”

The book by Christine McGuire has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 4,700 people have provided
feedback.
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